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Resonance Phenomenon and Its Effects of Laser Texture Disk

Sung-Hoon Choa", Geng Wang
Samsung Information System America, USA

To achieve lower flying height for high areal recording density, the laser zone texturing of the
disk needs to be designed to reduce glide height. One problem of the laser bump design is that
the regular laser bump pattern often produces glide resonance phenomenon, which leads to
failure of the glide height test. However, it was found in this study that glide resonance is an
intrinsic problem of the glide head used and resonance phenomenon depends on the type of the
head slider, that is, the natural frequency of the slider body. Therefore, higher glide height or
glide failure caused by glide resonance does not lead to head/media interface problem in the real
drive operating conditions in which the data head is used. Pseudo-random bump pattern greatly
reduces the glide resonance. Smaller bump pitch will also help to reduce the glide resonance.
However, as bump spacing becomes smaller, glide height will be increased due to increased air
pressure developed around the bumps. Lowering bump height is the most effect way to reduce
glide avalanche.
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1. Introduction

The demand for high areal recording density in
magnetic hard disk drive (HDD) continuously
requires a decrease in the head/disk spacing, i. e.,
a lower flying height. It is therefore important to
have the disk surface topography to be as smooth
as possible so that the head can fly safely at such
low flying height. On the other hand, the disk
surface is also textured to a very tight range in
order to prevent stiction during head parking. As
a consequence, the laser zone texture (LZT),
which has laser induced bump on the disk land
ing zone, has been widely employed as one of the
texturing technology in the disk industry (Kuo et
aI., 1996).

To ensure non-interference between the head
and disk even under extreme drive operating
conditions, it is necessary to conduct the glide test
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to screen the disks for the presence of defects that
are taller than a specific flying height (Clark,
1991). During the glide tests, the glide head flies
over a disk medium at a predetermined clearance
known as the glide height. While the purpose of
the glide test is to screen out the disks with taller
defects, the topographical features on the disk
surface may also interfere with the heads to cause
failures. This intrinsic glide capability of a disk is
typically assessed by a different test, called glide
avalanche test, in which the flying height of a test
head is reduced continuously until the head
touches down on the disk surface. Therefore glide
avalanche determines the minimum safe flying
height (Marchon et aI., 1996). As a result, the
laser zone texture of the disk has to be properly
designed to guarantee the minimum flying height
between the head and the disk, i. e. to meet a
specific glide avalanche requirement. The glide
test is typically done by spinning a disk at full
speed first, and then gradually reducing the disk
rotating speed until head-disk contacts are detect
ed by PZT sensor in the glide head. If the contact
occurs between the glide head and a disk defect or
asperity, the contact force will excite the slider
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and PZT sensor to vibrate. If the voltage from
PZT vibration exceeds a predetermined threshold

level, the disk is rejected.
During the glide or glide avalanche testing of a

laser zone textured (LZT) disk, one often
observes many amplified irregular signals which
can cause a false reading or failure in glide
avalanche measurement. It is known that these
irregular peak signals are primarily resulted from
excitation of the slide body and the PZT sensor
by the periodic laser bump array. Chen et al.
(1997) observed that the resonance frequency is a
multiple of the bump excitation frequency and a
natural frequency of the slider torsional mode.
Yao et al. (1998) also investigated the bump
excitation through frequency spectrogram analy
sis. They observed that when the fundamental
frequency of the bump array in the regular pattern
laser texture intercepts the natural frequencies of
the slider/sensor body, the sensor output is am
plified, causing false reading in glide testing.
Some attempts were suggested to avoid this phe
nomenon such as use of pseudo-random bump or
spiral pattern bump (Yao et al., 1998; Knigge and
Talke, 1999). However there is little study about
whether glide failure caused by glide resonance
phenomenon represents failure of the minimum
flying height of the head, consequently leading to
the head/media interface problem in the real
drive such as when the data head is used. In this
study, we investigated the characteristics of reso
nance phenomenon of the laser bump array by
using both glide and data heads, and focused on
whether glide resonance can lead to head/media
interface problem during take-off or landing
operation of the data head. In addition, the design

methods of the laser bump array to achieve lower
glide height are discussed.

2. Experimental

Since the bump excitation frequencies vary with
the spindle speed during take-off and landing of
the slider, an understanding of how frequency
spectrum progresses in the time domain is impor
tant. A spectrogram is a graph that displays the
amplitude of the frequency spectrum versus time.
Therefore it is also known as a joint time-fre
quency analysis. In this study, glide resonance
phenomenon was investigated through spectro
gram analysis of PZT sensor output using TTi
T9000 Glide Tester. The AE signals generated
from the PZT glide head were fed to a pre-amp
and also connected to a vector signal analyzer
that displays the spectrogram. For glide head,
Glide-Write 50% PZT slider was used. The sche
matic configuration of the PZT glide head is
shown in Fig. 1. For data head, 50 % (nano)
negative pressure slider was used, which has the
nominal flying height of 40 nm (1.6 pin) at 5400
rpm. The natural frequencies of the PZT glide
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Fig. 1 Geometry of a PZT glide head

Table 1 Design parameters of tested disks

Disk Type Texture Type
Circumferential Radial Bump
Spacing (pm) Spacing (pm) Height (A)

A Regular 50 25 180

B Regular 40 25 210

C Pseudo-random 30' 20 180

0 Regular 30 20 180

'nominal spacing for pseudo-random texture
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slider are 360, 420, 680, 800 kHz while the natural
frequencies of the data head slider are 720, 890,
1390 kHz. Those data were provided from manu
facturers. The head-disk contacts during take-off
of the data head were also investigated by
monitoring acoustic emission (AE) signal using
commercially available contact start/stop (CSS)
tester. All the tests including acoustic emission
and glide testing were conducted on the laser
texture zone of the disk. The disks, obtained from
different manufacturers, were made of AljNiP
substrate of 95 mm diameter. They were coated
with carbon overcoat, and also lubricated with Z
dol with a nominal thickness of 15 A. The laser
bump shape for all disks was a crater type (or V
shape type). The design parameters of the tested
disks are listed in Table I. Bump height and pitch
of each disk were measured using atomic force
microscopy (AFM) .

3. Spectrogram Analysis

Figure 2 shows the spectrogram of type A disk
tested with the PZT glide head. The vertical axis
represents the frequency, ranging from 0 kHz to
1000 kHz. The horizontal axis represents the
flying height, or disk rotational speed ranging
from 1200 to 9600 rpm. The amplitude of the
frequency spectrum is indicated by the gray-scale
of the spectrum. The natural frequencies of the
PZT slider are shown in the vertical axis, such as
360, 420, 680, 800 kHz. Line A represents the
input excitation frequency from the regular pat
tern laser bumps, and its harmonics, which are
proportional to the spindle rotational frequency.
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Fig. 2 Spectrogram of type A disk tested with TTi
Glide Tester

When the input excitat ions intercept the system
natural frequencies, they generate a strong
response as shown by the circles in Fig. 2.

The excitation frequency f can be calculated
by the circumferential bump-spacing (x), the
disk linear speed (V) , and the testing radius ( r)

as follows:

here, N= I, 2, 3 .. .

The factor N includes all the higher order
harmonics. This equation represents a set of lines,
i. e. Lines A, that pass through the origin in the
spectrogram. The excitation frequencies calcu
lated from the equation are found to match the
excitation frequencies in the spectrogram. For
example, a strong response shown by the circle in
Fig. 2 is the third harmonic of the fundamental
frequency. That is, for bump spacing of 50 J.tm,

2700 rpm, testing radius of 20.5 mrn, a strong
response was detected when N is 3.

4. Glide Resonance Effects

Figure 3 shows the glide avalanche curve (top)
and spectrogram (bottom) tested with the glide
PZT head for type A disk and type B disk . Type
A disk , which has lower bump height than type B
disk , showed higher glide avalanche than did type
B disk. This is a conflicting result with our expec
tation since it is generally known that lower
bump height would produce lower glide ava
lanche. As discribed previously , this result is
attributed to the glide resonance phenomenon
shown in the spectrogram of Fig. 3, where type A
disk , which has higher glide resonance, produces
higher glide avalanche than the type 8 disk .
However, performance reversal was observed
while the glide test was conducted with the data
head; type 8 disk showed higher avalanche than
the type A disk as shown in Fig. 4. Here, we
could not obtain the spectrogram when the data
head was used. In this case the signal was weak
and not well defined , therefore it was more diffi
cult to detect the bump frequency accurately. It is
thought that the PZT glide head is much more
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Fig. 3

(a)

Glide avalanche curve (top) and spectrogram (bottom) for (a)
with glide head

(b)

type A disk and (b) type B disk tested
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Fig. 4 Glide signal for (a) type A disk and (b) type B disk tested with data head
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Fig. 5 AE signal durin g take-off of the data head for (a) type A disk and (b) type B disk

susceptible to laser bump excit ation. One possible

reaso n for this observation is attributed to the

PZT sensor location. For the glide head , the PZ T

sensor is directly attached to the slider body, on

the other hand, for the data head, the PZT sensor,

i. e. AE sensor is attached to the suspension of the

head assembly. Therefore the glide head is likel y

to be more sensiti ve to the laser bump excitation.

Since spectrogram comparison for two different

heads co uld not be made , instead, AE signal was

monitored as an alternative method to observe the

contact beh avior between the laser bump and the

head. Figure 5 shows the AE signal for both types

of disks tested with the data head. Note that type
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B disk produced more high intensity peaks of AE
signal up to 3600 rpm, indicati ng that type B disk
generated more contacts during take- off than the
type A disk . Therefore it was found that type A
disk prod uced more resonance and contacts for
the glide head , on the other hand, type B disk
produced more contacts for the data head . This
result implies that resonance problem or contact
behavior caused by the periodic laser bump
depends on the type of the slider body.

Similar results were also observed when pseudo
random laser bump disk was used. It is known
that randomizat ion or modulation of the bump
array pattern, especially in the circumferential
direction, is one effective way to aIIeviate glide
resonance phenomenon. This helps to spread out
the periodic input excitation frequencies to avoid
system resonance. Figure 6 shows the modulated
laser bump pattern in the circumferential direc
tion for type C disk. It has the nominal circumfer
ential pitch of 30 !Jm, and the circumferential
bump pitch changes from 20 !Jm to 40 !Jm in a
fixed size bin while the pitch between each bin is
kept constant. The radial bump pitch is fixed to
20 !Jm. This bump pattern is called the pseudo
-randorn bump pattern. For comparison with the
pseudo-random pattern disk , type 0 disk of the
regular bump pattern was used. It has the same
bump density with the pseudo-random disk such
as circumferential pitch of 30 !Jm and radial pitch
of 20 !Jm. Fig ure 7 shows the spectrogram of
pseudo-random bump and regular bump disk
respectively when the glide head was used. It is
noticed that for pseudo-random bump disk, the
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Fig. 6 Pseudo-random bump pattern of type C disk

resonance excitation was completely disappeared.
Figure 8 shows AE signal of both disks when the
data head was used. The intensity of AE signal
was not much different from each other, indicat
ing that the severity of contact in the head-disk
interface was almost identical for both disks .
Again, this implies that higher glide resonance or
glide failure is not necessary to lead to head/
media interface problem such as wear of laser
bump when the data head is used. Resonance
problem caused by periodic laser bump pitch

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7 Spectrogram for (a) type C pseudo-random
texture disk (b) type D regular texture disk
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Fig. 8 AE signal for pseudo-random bump disk
and regular bump disk
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Cirmcumferential direction

than the type B disk. However, we may find the
clue in the type of the laser bump array pattern.
Figure 9 shows the laser bump patterns for type
A, type B, and an ideal rectangular laser bump
disks. In an ideal case, the laser bumps will be
arranged with square or rectangular pattern.
However, for the typical LZT disks, the laser
bumps are formed in a spiral pattern and they are
not arranged in a rectangular pattern. In this case,
bump array will have more than one excited
frequency, which will increase the chance of glide
resonance. It is because the excited frequencies are
related to the number of bumps in the radial
direction that passes through the slider every
second (Chen et aI., 1997). Thus it is thought that
type B disk, which has relatively better arranged
laser bump pattern in the radial direction than
type A disk, produces lower glide resonance.

To further understand the effects of the laser
bump pattern on glide avalanche and glide reso
nance, several samples of the different bump
height and pitch were tested. Table 2 shows the
bump height and pitch values of the disks tested.
For different bump height samples, the results of
glide avalanche and AE emission signal during
take-off are shown in Table 2 and Fig. 10, respec
tively. It was observed that as the bump height is
decreased, the glide avalanche is greatly reduced
and the AE signal intensity is also substantially
reduced. This indicates that lower bump height is
a key factor in reducing head/media contacts,
consequently reducing glide avalanche.

Another way to reduce glide resonance is to
make smaller circumferential bump pitch as sug-
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depends on the type of the slider body, i. e. the
natural frequency of the slider used.

On the otherhand, it was not clearly understood
why type A disk produced more glide resonance
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Fig. 9 Laser bump array pattern for (a) type A
disk (b) type B disk (c) ideal regular bump
pattern disk

Table 2 Design parameters of different bump height and different bump pitch disks tested.

Group A: Different bump height disks
Group B: Different circumferential

bump pitch disks

Bump Spacing: Bump Glide Bump Spacing: Bump Glide
Circ. X Radial Height Avalanche Circ. X Radial Height Avalanche

(,urn) (A) (,uinch) (,urn) (A) (,uinch)

30x35 ISO 0.84 IOx35 180 1.14

30x35 180 I 20x35 180 0.99

30x35 210 1.2 50x35 180 0.95

30x35 240 1.4
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Fig. 10 AE signal during take-off for different
bump height samples

gested by Yao (1988). The different bump pitch
disks listed in Table 2 were tested , and the results
of the spectrogram for each disk are shown in Fig.
II. As the bump pitch became smaller, the glide
resonance was substantially reduced . However,
glide avalanche measurements in Table 2 show
that smaller bump spacing produced slightly
higher glide avalanche. This was a very interest
ing observation since we expected that more glide
resonance would generate more chance of higher
glide avalanche or glide height. However, as
bump spacing becomes smaller, the air pressure
between neighboring bumps will be increased due
to the reduction of effective flow area around the
bumps and restrictions in the side-flows (Hu and
Bogy, 1997a; 1997b) , consequently, leading to
increase in the flying height. Therefore, as bump
spacing becomes smaller, glide avalanche will be
increased due to the air bearing pressure effect
even though the chance of high glide resonance
will be increased. In summary, lower bump height
and larger bump pitch will reduce glide avalanche
of the disk. However, bump height plays a more
important role in reducing the glide avalanche.

Lowering flying height or glide avalanche gen
erally generates tribological problems such as
severe stiction and wear between the slider and
the disk. Therefore, a proper laser texture design
to balance the lower flying height requirement
and tribological concern is always required.
Another concern for the laser texture design is the
problem of resonance. Even though we found that
glide resonance phenomenon during the glide test
did not lead to head /media interface problem, the
resonance problem of the data head, which has

(a) 10 f.l.m disk

(b) 20 f.l.m disk

(e) 50 f.l.m disk

Fig. 11 Spectrogram of different circumferential
bump pitch samples

different resonance frequencies from those of the
glide head , still exists. Subsequently the resonance
of the dat a head may generate tribological prob
lem between the head and the disk in real dri ve
operating cond ition s. Therefore, the laser bump
pattern also has to be designed to avoid resonance
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of the data head. As described above, it is quite

difficult to obtain spectrogram using the data
head. However, it is thought that resonance study

can be possible through careful investigation of
the AE signal as discussed in reference (Knigge

and Talke, 1999). Those studies will be perfor
med in the future.

5. Conclusions

(I) The resonance problem caused by the
periodic laser bump depends on the type of the

slider, that is, the natural frequency of the slider
body. Higher glide resonance or glide failure does

not necessarily lead to head/media interface prob
lem such as wear of the laser bump in real drive
operating conditions where the data head is used.

(2) Laser bump array pattern is also important
to reduce glide resonance phenomenon. Ideally

rectangular or square bump array pattern is desir

able.
(3) Modulated or pseudo-random bump pat

tern reduces glide resonance effectively. Smaller
bump pitch will also help to reduce glide reso
nance. However, as bump spacing becomes smal
ler, glide height will be increased due to increased
air pressure developed around the bumps. Lower
ing bump height is the most effective way to

reduce glide avalanche.
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